
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

VISECO Duoline 

The Hot Wax Spray Gun 
 

Whether you want to apply wood with  
wax improve or in Injection moulding range,  
the employment that VISECO Duoline is just  
as practical as time-saving and the result  
always first-class.  
The material which can be laid on becomes  
warmed up in the heatable cup and liquefies  
completely. The spraying nozzle is also  
heated and keeps the material warm until 
it comes out from the spray gun.  
Applying is up this way also with difficulty  
accessible ranges very easy and the result  
an always absolutely even surface. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

  VISECO Duoline 

The Hot Wax Spray Gun 

 

The Hot Wax Pressure Tank System 
 

This system is for the using by  
hand and also as a component for 
automated spraying lines.  
The material warms up in  
12 litres large tank and  
becomes liquid over a very 
compact heating  
hose with an inside heating 
also absolutely equivalent  
lasting temperature to the  
spray gun with less  
overspray. 
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Application possibilities 
 

Working with the VISECO duo LINE hot wax spray 
gun is possible with each application, with which  
solvent-free media are to be liquefied by heating up.  
The hot wax technology worked satisfactorily for  
example  
- during the refinement of wood surfaces with wax 
- when applying within the injection moulding range  
- to impregnate packing materials  
- when applying viscous lubricants, e.g. for the  
  corrosion protection  
- with the model and building of forms  
- with improving and designing of candles and  
  wax sculptures  
- within the professional ski service range 
 
 

Advantages 
 

- improved results for the surface refinement  
- simple function  
- careful material heating up  
- small air consumption 
 
 

Technical Data of the hot wax spray gun 
 

Weight 1300 g 
Mains voltage 230 VAC 
Output voltage 40 VDC 
Power 250 VA 
Classification IP 54 
Temperature 20° - 95°C 
Atomizing pressure receive about 0,8 bar 
Max. filling amount flow cup 0,4 l 
Max. filling amount cartridge 310 ml 

 
 

Technical Data of the hot wax pressure tank 
 

Mains voltage 230 VAC 
Classification IP 64 
Temperature 60° - 95°C 
Material pressure adjustably 0 - 3 bar 
Max. filling amount tank about 12 l 
Measures (BxHxD) 40 x 60 x 40 cm 
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  VISECO Duoline 

The Hot Wax Spray Gun 

         VISECO GmbH 
       Heißwachstechnik und mehr? 
 

            Flurstraße 11b, 86551 Aichach 
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furniture improve 
with hot wax - very 

easy 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

high-quality wood 
surfaces - by 

nature beautifully 
 
 
 
 
 
 

wood surface 
refinement with the 

Duoline hot wax 
spray gun 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
parquet finish with 

hot wax 
 
 
 
 

for working outside 
of the workshop 
we recommend 

the practical 
cartridge system 

 
 


